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Dear Parents, 

We,  The Tremulou Western Aesthetic Institute proudly announce that this is the Leading 

School of Western Music in the Island which has offered a magnificent service in valued 

teaching and sharing knowledge in western music with the children of residencies of 

Piliyandala and its surrounding neighbourhood for the past 25 years.     Now your children 

have the opportunity to acquire a complete study of western music  all around under a 

well experienced and qualified teachers.        

A number of students in this institute  who gain distinction passes at the O/L Examination has 

sky rocketed during the past decade. The vast teaching experience,   the teachers of this 

institute has gained from these students is tremendous.  Hence we highly appreciate the 

fullest co.operation extended by all the students who studied at Tremulou Western 

Aesthetic Institute.    

 

The services rendered  by Tremulou Western  Aesthetic Institute to your 

children are as follows. 
 Knowledge on the subject Western Music and specielization ability on practical exercises 

for children from year one to five. 

 Knowledge on the subject Western Music and specielization ability on practical exercises 

for students from year six to O/L and A/L. 

 Providing opportunities to sit (Trinity Guildhall)  London  examinations and grant them a 

thorough training for the purpose. 

 Availability of very expensive Yamaha/Casio  electronic organs and the Piano for their 

practical exercises. 

 Availability of  Theory, Text,  and Work Books relevent to the subject exclusively 

prepaired for the students of this  Institute. 

 

We kindly request you to draw your attention to the following  facts and 

grant your fullest co operation to this institute to enable us to execute the 

above services completely. 

 All the students should attend classes on scheduled days.  Another day will 

    not be allocated to those who get absent. 

 Classes will not be conducted  on all Poya days and Sundays  but will be 

held on all  other holidays. 

 Students will get an additional class for months where five class days 

    are available.   Holidays will be given in lieu of the additional days if the 

    institution needs so. 

 If any student miss classes for three months for any reason,  it is presumed 

    that  he/she has left the  institute. 

 If any student intends to rejoin to the institute,  he/she  should do the 

payments as a newcomer. 
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